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AL NICHOLAS, D+4 
17th Duke of York' s Royal Canadian Hussars 

 

The war brought together a tremendous amount of talent, and Al Nicholas D+4 is a perfect candidate, 
born in Halifax, Nova Scotia, moved to Montreal, Quebec, joined the signal corps. In 1941 he was sent to 
Kingston, Ontario and trained at the RCCS School, then shipped off to Cornwall for a course in Electricity. 
He became a full fledge member of the Hussars in 1942, traveled back to Halifax his home grounds 
before taking a converted passenger ship "Pulaski'' to England. While in Cove, England, he took a signal's 
refresher course; receiving his paper has an instrument mechanic, repairing wireless sets for the B-
Squadron. 

He was now ready for Europe, at the age of twenty-one, along with his half-track, and fellow soldiers, 
they embarked on an LCT for the beaches of France, how scared were you, Al, while traveling across the 
channel? “We were too busy playing cards, we had no time to worry”. Each LCT captain operated 
differently, and in this case, Al and his men were informed that when you hear a trumpet, the gate will 
fall, and we want you guy's off as quick as possible, because this captain, wants to head back home to 
England ASAP. 

Al Nicholas was stationed with headquarters, he worked in the open, repairing all sorts of instruments of 
war, and if he had an inkling of a bomb coming the slit trench only a few feet away had a sign indicating 
"Welcome home son". While just outside Dunkirk, a little French boy, approached Al and his buddy, and 
informed them that two women would like you to come over for some wine, Young All of twenty-one, 
and his friend of twenty-two, walked into the home, and with jaws agape, the women of fifty-to sixty 
who spoke perfect English, said, you thought we would be younger, right? “No, no, not really.” 

While on another excursion in Caen, Al and another friend named Al, saw some chickens running around 
the backyard, decided that a feast was in order, so Nicholson suggested he would enter the chicken 
coup, and force a chicken towards his buddy Al. It's not bad enough that Nicholson must crawl along slit 
trenches at times, now he is chasing a chicken when he takes a tumble in the chicken coup, and like a 
serviette which collects moisture from your lips, his uniform collected an assortment of chicken dodo 
while sliding face first chasing the chicken towards his buddy. To add insult to injury, his good friend Al, 
nails the chicken over the head with a shovel, and then while cooking a treasure of war, burns the 
chicken. 

 


